Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

XO-Teasley says:
::On the bridge::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
FCO: begin docking procedures

FCO_Jadahn says:
::on bridge::

Cns_Fletcher says:
::On the bridge::

EO-V`chu says:
::at a console in engineering::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::in the holodeck watching medics take down the shelter they just finished useing for their training exercise::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO:  Aye sir

XO-Teasley says:
::Running over the final list of things that needs to be repaired by StarBase people::

SB_EO_Clair says:
@::putters in the Stations computer core .. running test on the subspace field systems access::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::begins taking Titan into dock::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: finishes the specs for his shuttles armaments::

SB_MO_Lee says:
@::Goes over yet another report.::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
XO: Inform Station Engineers that we are ready to recieve them

XO-Teasley says:
CO: I sir.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::checks over his padd, reading the response from starfleet regarding his requisitions::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
@::Double checks tool kit and grabs a fast racktajeno

SB_SO_Kala says:
@::prepares to assist the engineers as the Titan approaches::

XO-Teasley says:
::sends message over to SB360. We are ready to recieve the people to fix our senors::

SB_EO_Clair says:
@::climbs out of the lower access unit and runs last test::

EO-V`chu says:
::preparing engineering for SB engineers to begin work::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
COMM:Titan: USS Titan, this is Admiral Bradley.  Respond, please.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::climbs off of the rock he has been sitting on and waves to the team leader to continue, walking out of the holodeck and over to Medlab2::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
@SB_EO: Clair do you have the extra computer boards??

SB_EO_Clair says:
@::smiles at the results and collects tools::  *SB_EO_Jareel*: they here yet?

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Message from Admiral Bradley, sir.

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
XO: Put it on screen

SB_MO_Lee says:
@::looks at the Time:: Self:The Titan should be here soon.:: Goes out the door after picking up a few datachips::

SB_EO_Clair says:
@*SB_EO_Jareel*: extra board?1 oh right that extra board.. yeah.. be right there.. ::rushes off to get the parts and heads for the airlocks::

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir. ::On Screen:: Go ahead Captain.

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
COMM: Admiral Bradley: Admiral, this is the Titan.

SB_EO_Jareel says:
@*SB_EO_Clair*:They are just docking hurry up with the computer boards will ya!

Cns_Fletcher says:
::looks up at the veiwscreen

CMO_Engstrom says:
::arrives and hands the padd to Dr. Fey:: Fey: Looks like most of what we ordered will be arriveing, care to stay behind to assist with the installation team? I understand that this stations medical company is somewhat shorthanded.

SB_SO_Kala says:
@::prepares her equipment and goes to join the EOs::

SB_EO_Clair says:
@::races around the halls.. carries a large tool case and a parts case.. knocks over a few Tac officers as she rounds the corner::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
COMM:Gabel: Good evening, Captain.  I'll make this short and to the point.  I want you and your senior staff to report to the base's Observation Lounge along with any off duty personnel.  On the double.

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
COMM: Admiral: Aye, sir

SB_MO_Lee says:
@::Goes down the hall at a fast pace, pausing to pick up the chips he keeps dropping::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
@::watches as Clair arrives knocking over another SF officer::

CMO_Engstrom says:
<Fey> ::Nods to Dr. Engstrom:: CMO: Yes Doctor, I dont have any big plans anyways ::sighs and thinks she will have to cancel that lunch with CPO Martins AGAIN::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
COMM:Gabel: Bradley out.

SB_EO_Clair says:
@::run up to Jareel:: SB_EO: I.. ::pants:: Here.. I think.. ::gasp::

XO-Teasley says:
::turns off the screen::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
XO: Alert the senior staff and off duty personnel.  And inform them to head to the observation lounge on the station, pronto

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir.

SB_EO_Jareel says:
@SB_EO_Clair: Jeezzz woman you need to get a pair of hover boots. ::laughs::

SB_SO_Kala says:
@::reaches the EOs location:: Clair/Jareel: All set?

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::walks off the bridge and to the starbase::

CMO_Engstrom says:
Fey: Very good, ill be heading over to the cargo bay to supervise repairs ::hears a comm ordering him to the station:: Or not...

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: Puts his PADD down , And Heads To SB360::

SB_EO_Clair says:
@SB_EO: NOW you  ::gasp:: tell me.. 

XO-Teasley says:
::brings up the COMM to the ship:: ALL: All senoir staff and off duty personal will report to Star Base 360 OB as soon as we dock.::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
@SB_SO: Yes sir we are ready.

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@:Waits out side the observation lounge for some more Titan personnel::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::wanders over to the nearest transporter room and beams himself over to the station, walking towards the observation lounge:: Self: So this is a Buckingham class station,  very dirty...

XO-Teasley says:
::walks towards the starbase::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::arrives out front of the observation lounge and nods to the CO::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@::node back::

XO-Teasley says:
@::walks onto SB360::

EO-V`chu says:
::heads over to the SB Observation lounge

XO-Teasley says:
@::sees the CMO and CO::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As the Starbase engineers swarm over Titan, her crew files into the base's Observation Lounge.  Admiral Bradley is already there, on the podium, with several aides carrying small cases.

Cns_Fletcher says:
::On the station heads for the OB and Enters::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::heads to a transporter room and goes over to SB360::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::heads to ME carrying an awkward load::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@::Enters the OB and sits down::

EO-V`chu says:
::walks into OL::

XO-Teasley says:
@::enetrs the OB. Follows Captain Gabel::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::finds a seat near the rest of the Titan's party and sits down::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::files into OB::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: sits down at the nearest chair::

SB_SO_Kala says:
@SB_EOs: Then lets get going..the ship docked

EO-V`chu says:
@::sits down in a comfortable chair::

XO-Teasley says:
@::sits next to Captain Gabel and looks to the Admiral::

SB_MO_Lee says:
@:: Goes to Ops and sends the chips,(newly published Papers and Medical journals) to the Titan Medical Dept.::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@::Looks over the assembling crowd sternly::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::enters a TL and commands the computer to the lower decks with a shrug::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@::Stands:: 
@Adm: Titan personnel reporting as orders, Sir

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::enters the other TL and goes to ME:

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::thinks the Admirals face is going to stay that way if he doesnt stop frowning::

XO-Teasley says:
::waits for the Admiral to speak::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::exits the TL and enters ME. Self: Feels good to be home again among all this::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::heads for the Variable frequency EM flux sensors near the outer hall:: *SB_EO*: I'm on my way to the main sensor array.. can you cover the next one 4 decks down?

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::sitting in the lounge waiting on the Admiral::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@::still Stands and restates:: 
@Adm: Titan personnel reporting as orders, Sir

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@::Sees that the crew is all here and notes the large audience::

SB_MO_Lee says:
@::Goes back to sickbay::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
*SB_EO*: Just as soon as I replace the computer boards and realign the sensor grid here in ME>

SB_SO_Kala says:
::enters the ship and walks to the nearest TL::

Cns_Fletcher says:
@:: Looks over to the podium::

XO-Teasley says:
@::still waiting for the admiral to speak::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@Gabel: Very well.  Step forward, please.

SB_EO_Clair says:
*SB_EO*: aye aye, copy that, rodger.. and umm ok

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@::Steps forward::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@::motions to an aide who pulls out a PADD::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::looks around to see if anyone knows what is going on, then watches the Admiral::

XO-Teasley says:
@::does wonder what he is doing::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@::wounders what is going on?::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::Self: Blasted youngsters think that they can break my beautiful ships and bring them home for me to fix! hurmf.............::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@Gabel: Captain Gabel, it is with pleasure that I present you with the Starfleet Meritorious Service Medal for your performance during Titan's tour of the Galactic Core.

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::hits head on the underside of the consol--OUCH!!!Razzelfrat::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@Adm: Thank you sir ...

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::Self: That'

EO-V`chu says:
@::wow::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::goes to a junction access pannel and sets the cases on the floor.. pulls out a few parts and places them in the tool kit.. opens the pannel and climbs in and heads off into the ship's recesses::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::Self: That's going to leave a mark::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@Gabel: Do you, Captain Gabel, accept this award and accept it on behalf of your crew as well?

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@Admiral: Yes I do

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@XO: Commander Teasley, step forward with your crew.

XO-Teasley says:
@::stands up and steps forWard::

Cns_Fletcher says:
@::steps forward::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@::makes another motion to his aides::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::steps forward...felling awkward::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::climbs toward the outer hull::

EO-V`chu says:
@::steps forward::

XO-Teasley says:
@::waits for the admiral::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::walks over to the access door for the Jefferies tube in engineering and opens it and steps into the tube with the sensor contols are::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::steps forward.. and into a junction box::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::climbs to attn and steps forward::

SB_SO_Kala says:
@::finally finds the TL:: Computer: Bridge

SB_EO_Clair says:
::opens the computer access pannel and replaces a few burnt out chips::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@ALL: To the crew of the USS Titan I hereby bestow the Starfleet Meritourious Service Medal for your actions and bravery during your exploration of the Galactic Core.  Specifically, your efforts to stop a chain reaction of exploding stars.

XO-Teasley says:
@Admiral: Thankyou sir.

CMO_Engstrom says:
@Adm: Thank you sir.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Admiral's aides begin handing the medals to Titan's crew.

SB_EO_Clair says:
::looks at the last one and realives she didn't have one of those..debates what to do::

EO-V`chu says:
@ADM:thank you

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::still muttering removes the destroyed chip and optical cable and replaces it with a new one::

SB_SO_Kala says:
::arrives at the bridge and checks the engineering progress from there::

Cns_Fletcher says:
@Adm: Thank you ::takes the medal that was given::

SB_EO_Clair says:
*SB_EO*: hey.. do you have a series 45.7HB chip in your case?

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@::rubs his head, and thinks, "I should get puple heart" ::jokingly::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::exits the Jefferies tube and closes the access::  *SB_EO*: A what?  You were supposed to take care of that and make sure you have enough and some spares too!

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::accepts medal::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@ALL: You are now free to enjoy leave while your ship undergoes repairs.  I would suggest, however, that you try not to break her so much.  ::grins::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@Admiral: We will try not to, Sir

XO-Teasley says:
@::smiles::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
*SB_EO*: Do I have to think of everything?? ::shakes head::

SB_EO_Clair says:
*SB_EO*: this is an old series!! how was i suppose to know it was still in here!!

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@ALL: Dismissed!

SB_MO_Lee says:
@::Reading tose reports again. Back in sickbay::

Host Admiral_Bradley says:
@::motions to his aides to wrap things up and starts to leave the lounge::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
@::Waits for the crew ... to leave, then follows::

XO-Teasley says:
@::starts to head out of the OB lounge::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
*SBEO*: Alright relax lassie I will be there in a minute.

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::comes back to attention then breaks away and walks out of the lounge::

Cns_Fletcher says:
@::With heads out and goes back to Titan::

EO-V`chu says:
@::leaves the OB::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::smiles, and leaves the OB::

XO-Teasley says:
@::heads back to Titan::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::leaves the pannel open and heads to the main array::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::leaves ME and heads to the TL::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::heads back towards the Titan and sickbay wondering how Dr. Fey is handleing the installation team installing the new medical equipment::

XO-Teasley says:
::walks back onto Titan::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::exits the TL just in time to see Clair going to the main array::  SB_EO: Wait a minute lassie I will go with you.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::leaves SB360 and arrives on Titan::

EO-V`chu says:
@::goes to a restaurant on the SB for a quick bite to eat::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: Heads to sickbay real quick to pick up a med kit::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::re-enters the Titan, and heads to the RR, to continue his redecorration efforts::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks into medlab and stands quietly by the door watching the starbase crew installing the bioshields around the new exobiological autopsy and research unit::

XO-Teasley says:
::gets a TL and heads for the bridge::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::looks up:: SB_EO: ok.. do you have the chip?

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::crawls inside the tube and yells for her to wait::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::rubs hands together and grins like a kid in a toy store, moving to help a starbase ensign strugleing with the level 12 stasis generator::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
SB_EO: Yes I have the chip ::hands it to her::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::places trinkets here and there around the RR::

XO-Teasley says:
::walks out onto the bridge::

SB_EO_Clair says:
SB_EO: ohh thanks.. ::replaces the chip..:: 

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::still grumbling to herself::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: grabs three medkits and heads to his Quarters::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::looks back:: SB_EO: something wrong?

SB_EO_Jareel says:
SB_EO: Clair you would think that these youngsters would have a little more respect for the ships that they fly.

SB_SO_Kala says:
::whatches as the crew enters the bridge; keeps monitoring the EOs progress::

XO-Teasley says:
::picks up a PADD from his seat and looks at it::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::grins and heads to the main core:: Jareel: nope.. not one bit really

CMO_Engstrom says:
::assists in manuvering the generator into the wall panel helping the ensign solder it into the Titan's spaceframe::

Cns_Fletcher says:
::He changes and with the  Medkits heads to Cargo Bay 4::CB: Open , Fletcher 3 ::the doors open::

XO-Teasley says:
::message from Yannis's dad. Oh no. What did Yannis get into this time::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::bangs head a second time, Blasted::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::grabs a padd, and types out a few thinks about the CMO's use of emg. Beam out, and send it to the XO's messaging service::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::arrives on the bridge and picks up a PADD he left at his post::

XO-Teasley says:
::reads the message::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::enters the core and replaces the graviton detectors.. one at a time::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::hands Clair the other graviton dector::

XO-Teasley says:
::rubs his head. Oh boy.::

Cns_Fletcher says:
::In the Bays sits a nice shined and polsihed Hull ::

SB_SO_Kala says:
::whatches as the lights of the graviton detectors lit, one by one::

XO-Teasley says:
::walks over to the RR door. Pushes the button::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::hands her the last one. Self: that is going to give me a horrible headach later::

EO-V`chu says:
@::gets a burger and fries and enjoys every bite::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::attaches the last computer ODN connection and closes the panel, moving to assist the team installing the emergency protection system on the new level 12 sample tubes::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: he puts down the Kits and grabs a weilder a goes to the insideof it , and starts to do the wiring::

SB_EO_Clair says:
SB_EO: thanks.. ::finishes off the job::  so.. did we miss anything?

Host Admiral_Bradley  (DOORBELL.wav)

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
Aloud: enter

FCO_Jadahn says:
::reads the PADD....looks, astonished::

XO-Teasley says:
::walks into the RR:: CO: Cpatain.

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
XO: Yesm Cmdr?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::picks up one of industrial phasers and slides it into its socket in the tube, handleing the burning phaser very gently::

XO-Teasley says:
CO: I have gotten a messages from Yannis Jappic dad stating that Yannis is in jail and he requests my presence on the Alavon SPace station.

SB_EO_Jareel says:
SB_EO: I hope so but to be sure lets go to ME and run a diagnostic on the entire sensor array and grid.  I wonder what they did to the diagnostic programs.

SB_EO_Clair says:
::nods::  SB_EO: so.. do you think their are any cute guys on this ship in mE?

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
XO: Do you beliegve that your absence will effect any of your duties on this ship?

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: He get the the Helm and ops console installed, them starts on Science::

SB_SO_Kala says:
::looks at the information on the console::Self: Aparently it's working

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::looks at Clair in shock::

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Not really sir. Avalon is only 1 days trip from here at warp 5. I should be there only 2 or 3 days.

EO-V`chu says:
@@::finishes eating and heads back to Titan::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
SB_EO: Lassie you still looking for a husband??

SB_EO_Clair says:
SB_EO: what?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::blinks, then walks into the TL, still reading the PADD::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
XO: You have my permission; but, you better be here before we pull out...

SB_EO_Clair says:
SB_EO: well.... maybe.. ::climbs out of the tubes to the junction::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::moves out of medlab and into medlab two, the newly converted autopsy storage bay and the "samples" being loaded there::

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir I know. Has soon has it is done I will be speeding my way back. Permission to take the "Roadrunner III?"

CMO_Engstrom says:
::takes a padd from an ensign and notes which of the sample corpses have already arrived::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::walks over the the replicator and orders it to produce a Gi, to his specification::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::collects tools and heads for ME::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
SB_EO: Well lassie there is a saying don't wish to hard you might just get your wish. ::laughs::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Gabel's replicator dispenses chocolate milk.

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::Slaps the replicator:: Aloud: darn thing ... I didn't want a choclate milk, it's bad for my complection

SB_EO_Clair says:
::stands up and dust off:: SB_EO: maybe.. 

CMO_Engstrom says:
::watches annother contained being pulled in and checks off "Andorian, Male, 27 Years, Heart Falure" from his list::

XO-Teasley says:
::REB::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::the TL stops, and he steps off and heads to the rather empty mess hall::

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Do you need help with that Cpatain.?

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
XO: No ... just find the EO and send him here ASAP

XO-Teasley says:
CO: AYe sir.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::sits down in mess hall::

XO-Teasley says:
::walks out of the RR::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
XO: and Take the shuttle craft, you scrape the paint your fixing it

EO-V`chu says:
::walking around engineering observing::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::watches the next sample and checks off "Terran, Human, Male 78 years, Unknown Unsynthasized Pathogen - Tropical"::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The replicator now dispenses chocolate milk, hot, without a container.  It begins to pour all over the ready room's new carpet.

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir. I know. ::walks out::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: wipes his forehead of sweat and works on the interior:::

XO-Teasley says:
*EO_Jareel*: Ensign. I need you up in the Captain Ready room right now.

SB_EO_Clair says:
SB_EO: oh! let me do it!!

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::looks over, starts to get extreamly angry::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
SB_EO: Well Clair if you think you can do it without making a mess go ahead but I warn you don't hit on the CO.

SB_EO_Clair says:
::grins and heads to the bridge.. tool kit in hand::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: Gets to Interior done and enviro controls done::

XO-Teasley says:
::heads for SB2::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::finishes reading PADD:: Self: hmm.. Cadel? on Titan?

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::reachs for a Katanna that he hung on the wall, un-sheathes it, and gets ready to strike at the replicator panneling::

SB_EO_Jareel says:
::continues to check the sensor grid and the array::

SB_EO_Clair says:
::exits a TL onto the bridge with a grin.. heads for the RR::

SB_EO_Clair says:
CO: you called?

FCO_Jadahn says:
Computer: Locate Cadel

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks over to the labs replicator, still holding his padd:: Computer: Coffee, black, hot.

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
::sees the SB_EO, and lowers his blade::

Host CO-Michael_Gabel says:
SB_EO: Fix it ...

XO-Teasley says:
::enters SB2. Gets on the ROADRUNNER 3::

FCO_Jadahn says:
<computer>: Cadel is not on board

SB_EO_Clair says:
::sets tools on the floor and pulls a lazer drill to remove the pannel.. looks up and sees the blade:: CO: umm did I come at a bad time sir?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Sickbay replicator begins to dispense blood wine without a container.

XO-Teasley says:
::opens shuttle doors::

EO-V`chu says:
::sees everything going fine in engineering and heads to quarters::

FCO_Jadahn says:
Self: Must be on the station...

SB_EO_Jareel says:
:: Self: What the hell is that?? Looks at a flashing read light on the engine pannel::

XO-Teasley says:
@::takes the shuttle out::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: Installs the medkits and replicator, he has the interior complete now just for the paint and weapons::


Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.



